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Abstract

The possibility that quarks and leptons are composite

Nambu-Goldstone fermions of spontaneously broken supersymmetry is

investigated in the minimal subquark model. The formulas for the

quark and lepton masses are derived from the partially conserved

supercurrent hypothesis and subquark current algebra. They

suggest that there may exist excited quarks and leptons whose

masses are relatively small (of order 50 GeV).



Most of the properties and interactions of quarks and

leptons have been successfully explained in subquark models in

which quarks and leptons are composites of subquarks, the more

fundamental particles. One of the most difficult problems to

be solved is to explain the existing mass spectrum of quarks and

leptons. In order to explain the gross feature of the mass

spectrum that the quark and lepton masses are much smaller than

their size inverse, the following three possibilities have been

2)proposed so far: quarks and leptons are 1) chiral fermions,

2) Nambu-Goldstone fermions or 3) "quasi-Nambu-Goldstone

fermions", ' although the second and third possibilities may not

be independent. In this paper, the second possibility that

quarks and leptons are composite Nambu-Goldstone fermions of

spontaneously broken supersymmetry is investigated in some detail

in the minimal subquark model. The formulas for the quark and

lepton masses are derived from the partially conserved super-

current hypothesis and subquark current algebra. They suggest

that there may exist excited quarks and leptons whose masses are

relatively small (of order 50 GeV).

Let us start with introducing the minimal subquark model

consisting of an isodoublet of spinor subquarks w = (Wj , w2)

with charge Q = + 1/2 for w, and Q = - 1/2 for w-j and a color

quartet of scalar subquarks C = (C», C., C,, C,) with charge

Q = - 1/2 for C Q and Q = + 1/6 for Ci (i = 1,2,3). The free

Lagrangian density for these subquarks is given by

(1)



where M and M_ are the subquark masses. Although the dynamics

of subquarks is totally unknown, it can be assumed to be "sub-

chromodynamics" of subcolor SU(N) in which w and C are N-plet and

anti-N-plet of subcolor SU(N). Then, the most fundamental

Lagrangian density is fixed to be

- M2C+C

where g is the subcolor coupling constant and A 3, Xa and fa c (a,

b,c = 1,2,3,• • • ,H -1) are the subgluon fields, the generalized

Gell-Mann matrices and the structure constants of SO(N), respect-

ively. This minimal model has the global SU(2)w*U(l)w*SU(4) *

U(l) c symmetry as well as the local subcolor SU(N) symmetry.

Also, it naturally produces subcolor singlet states including the

composite fermions of (wC) which behave as (£,£) in SU(2)w*SU(4)c

and the composite bosons of (ww) and (C C) which behave as (3.r.J.) +

U,l_) and U,l_5) + U,l_> , respectively. The best candidate for

subcolor symmetry is SU(4). If this is the case, it produces

additional subcolor singlet states including the composite

fermions of (wwwC+) and (wC+C+Cf) which behave as H,£*)+2 U,£*)

and (£,£), respectively, and the composite bosons of (wwww),

(wwC+Cf) and (CCCC) which behave as (.5,11+3 (2,1) +2 U,l.) , (3.r6.*) +

n,6*) and (l.,l,) / respectively. The model can, therefore,

correctly accomodate not only three on four generations of

composite quarks and leptons, (wC), (wwwC) and (wCTC C + ) ,
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depending on whether 2(2^^) of (wwwC) are degenerate or not, but

also composite gauge bosons, (ww) and {C C ) , including the

electroweak vector bosons, Y, W and Z, and the gluons, G (a =

1^8). I shall not discuss the detailed feature of this model,

which will be presented elsewhere, but concentrate on the

approximate supersymmetry in the model.

In the limits of M -M •»• 0 and g ->• 0, the Lagrangian density
R)(2) is invariant under the supersymmetric transformation of

Sw = a C + Y W E and SC = iwe . (3)

for a spinor parameter c. The supersymmetric current is given by

s
v
 = V u W C " ̂ vV3 yC • <4)

Although the true subquark dynamics is unknown, it may respect

the supersymmetry in a certain limit as illustrated above.

Furthermore, if the supersymmetry is spontaneously broken, there

will appear massless Nambu-Goldstone fermions in such limit. I

shall take these massless Nambu-Goldstone fermions as the

idealized quarks and leptons of the first generation including

the electron-neutrino (v ) , electron (e), up-quark (u) and

down-quark (d). The non-vanishing but small masses of e, u and d

can be caused by the small beaking of supersymmetry. Such small

breaking is parametrized by non-vanishing M -M or g in the above

example where



(5)

in the limit of g •* 0 but for M -Mc # 0. This situation is in a

perfect analogy with the one in which the pions are Harabu-

Goldstone bosons of spontaneously broken chiral symmetry and in

which their small but non-vanishing masses (m^) are due to the

small but non-vanishing masses of u and d (m and m , ) . It is

instructive to remember that the partially conserved axial-vector

9)current (PCAC) hypothesis

leads to the Dashen's formula for the pion mass

I lQ5,rQ5,W(0)]Jl0> (7)

md<dd>0) (8)

for |=) = m uu+m,dd

where J and Q are the isovector hadronic axial-vector current

and charge, n and F^ are the pion field and decay constant,

respectively, 1=1 is the perturbing Hamiltonian density and < >-

denotes the vacuum expectation value.

It seems then natural to assume that the supersymmetric

current is partially conserved as



(9)

where f is the quark or lepton field, m. is the mass and F, is

the "decay constant". This partially conserved supercurrent

(PCSC) hypothesis leads to the following formula for the quark or

lepton mass to the lowest order of supersymmetry breaking:

= F~4<O|{S, [S,H<0)]} |0> (10)

(11)

^C+Cfor W = Mwww+K^

where S is the supercharge defined by S = /d x s0 . This result

indicates that the quark and lepton masses may have the following

properties: 1) They are proportional to the small parameter of

supersymmetry breaking, M-M_ . 2) For fixed M -M , they may

become smaller as A as the mass scale of subquark dynamics or

the size inverse of quarks and leptons (A) increases since it may

be that Ff^0(A) and <ww+M C C>QM) (A ). This is on the contrary

to a naive expectation. And 3) if the dynamical quantities F.

and <ww+M CTC:w

leptons, i.e.

and <ww+M CTC> are rather universal in a generation of quarks and

" Fe = Pu = Fd a n d ' " ^ i ^ w . ^ ^ O - ^ j ' j ^ . ^ B ^

for i,j = 1,2 and a,6 = 0,1,2,3, (12)



the quark and lepton masses should satisfy the relation

" me = mu " md

This relation, however, is not well satisfied by the experimental

values for the lepton masses (m^ = 0 and m - 0.5 MeV) and the

estimates for the current quark masses (m ^ 4 MeV and m^ - 8

Me./) ' although the signs of both hand sides coincide. There

are two ways out from this unsatisfactory feature of the relation

(13). The first way is to discard the universality (12) on which

the relation (13) is based. However, since calculation of the

dynamical quantities F, and <ww+M C C>. strongly depends on the

unknown subquark dynamics, it seems difficult to go beyond the

formula for the quark and lepton masses (11) at this stage.

The second way is to suppose that the subquark masses are

all equal, i.e.

m = mn for i = 1,2 and a = 0,1,2,3. (14)
Wi Ca

Then, the quarks and leptons of the first generation are massless

to the lowest order of supersymmetry breaking. Their masses may

appear as higher order corrections of supersymmetry breaking

which lies in the subquark dynamics. Although the subquark

interactions are totally unknown, their residual interactions at

the quark and lepton level are known as ordinary electroweak and

strong interactions which break supersymmetry and which can be

described at low energies by QFD and QCD, respectively.



Therefore, the quark and lepton masses can be estimated by

calculating the self-masses of quarks and leptons due to the

residual interactions at the quark and lepton level. This

situation is similar to the one in the now classic calculation of

the electromagnetic mass difference of the pion based on PCAC

12)hypothesis and current algebra.

The self-mass of the quark or lepton due to the residual

interaction can be written in the form

Jd q D1JV(q)'i' (

with

(15)
(27) " '

Tyv(q) = i|d
4xelqx<f|T(Ju(x)JNJ(0)) |f> (16)

where j is the relevant subquark current and D is the propaga-

tor of the corresponding composite gauge boson defined by

(17)
q"-M~+ie

with

By using the PCSC hypothesis (9) and the algebra of subquark

currents, e.g.



6(xo-yo)tso(x),jvi(y))=6(x-y)s|j{x) for j^w^w oriCfVc,

the formula can be reduced to

=i-f Jd4q Dyf J y F v (20)

where S is the composite fermion propagator defined by

, , YPquP1(M
2)+P2(M

2)
S (q) = dM2 L * 2 (21)

•< ' i
S (q) = dM L

•< q -M'+ie

with

|nxn|f (0) |0> . (22)

The relevant "charge" of the quark or lepton r is given by

W (23)

for the gauge bosons, y, Z, w" and Ga, respectively, where Q, I-,

f and 8 are the quark or lepton charge, the third component of

the quark or lepton weak-isospin, the QCD gauge coupling constant

and the weak mixing angle, respectively. Since the momentum q

should be cut off at the size inverse of the quark or lepton A,

the quark or lepton self-mass becomes finite and can be expressed

in terms of the spectral functions



(r ) 2

— l iT— |<W2dm2JI(M2)p, (m2) F (M 2 ,m 2 , A2) (24)

where

F(M ,m ,A )= dq — = =3—= 5~ = T 2^M ln 2 ra ln T^ (25)
J (q +M )(q +m ) M -m M m

The self-mass of the electron neutrino vanishes and,

therefore, the electron neutrino remains massless since t^u) — 0

for the neutrino. The electron acquires the non-vanishing mass

from the y and Z contributions to the self-mass although the W

contribution vanishes because of (T ) = 0 . The electromagnetic

self-mass of the electron is given by

(M
2)p'e) (m2)F(M

2,rn2,A2) (26,

where a is the fine structure constant, H and P2 are the

photon and electron spectral functions, respectively, and Ag is

the size inverse of the electron. For simplicity, let us assume

that the photon remains elementary up to energies corresponding

to Ae, i.e. J]
lY)(M2) = 6(M2). Then, the formula (26) can be

further reduced to

& £ fdm2p'e) <m2Un ^ - . (27)

Let us also assume for simplicity that the electron spectral

function is i.e. p^e) (m2) ̂  K2me6 (m
2-m2)+X2meJla (m

2-m2j where



(=1) and A (<<1) are constants expressing their contribution

fractions. The electromagnetic self-mass of the electron is then

simply given by

It is well known that the electromagnetic self-mass of the elementary

electron can not be as large as the mass of the electron unless

the cut-off A is much larger than the Planck mass (- 10 GeV).

The only physically interesting case is that there exists an

excited electron whose mass and coupling to the electron are

large enough to satisfy

A_+m2,
(29)

Such an excited electron may contribute to the anomalous

magnetic moment of the electron. Suppose the effective interac-

tion between the electron and the excited electron is described

by 1 3 1

( 3 0 )

Notice that the coupling constant A may be different from the

previously defined one but must be of the same order of magnitude

because of its similar physical meaning. The contribution of the

excited electron to the electron g-2 is estimated to be



(31)

By using the relation (29) , this can be further reduced to

On the other hand, the most precise comparison between the

experimental and theoretical values for the electroT anomalous

14)
moment ' reports

aexp _atheor = _ (2 . 51±1.54) *1<T
10. (33)

By comparing this with the result (32) , the mass of the excited

electron can be estimated to be

m , * (47±16)GeV. (31)
e

If the logarithmic factor in the relation (29) or (31) is of

order of unity, which seems reasonable, the coupling constant

can also be estimated to be

X2 y (5.3±1.8)xiO~3. (35)

In view of the many rough approximations involved in these

estimates, our picture of the composite electron as a Ilambu-

Goldstone fermion only suggests that there may exist an excited



electron whose mass, m t , lies between 20GeV and 80GeV and whose

2 -3 -2

coupling constant, X , lies between 10 and 10 . The possible

existence of such an excited electron is not only consistent with

the existing e e~ colliding beam experimental data but may

explain the anomalous e e events lately reported by the UA1 and

JA2 experiments at the CEKN SPS pp Collider for production of Z

bcson, although the strongly interacting, composite or excited

weak boson is another promising explanation. Notice that the

decay width of the excited electron is enough large, i.e. T(e* *

ey) = a\ me*/2 3r (0.9±0.6)MeV although the coupling constant X is

small.

In the above considerations, possible contributions to the

electron mass from the weak interactions are ignored. In fact,

under reasonable circumstances their contributions become

comparable to only a small fraction of the electromagnetic self-

mass. It is, however, clear that the quark mass receives a

dominant contribution from the gluon since the gluon coupling

constant is much larger than the electromagnetic one, i.e. a

(s f /4n)>>a. Therefore, it is natural to expect that the ratio

of the up or down quark mass to the electron mass becomes of

order a /a if excited quarks have their masses and couplings

similar to the excited electron's. This expectation seems

satisfactory since it provides an explanation of the fact that

the up and down quark masses are roughly by ten times larger than

the electron mass. A similar conclusion has recently been

reached by YasuS from different consideration in a different

composite model of quarks and leptons. '



In conclusion, the picture that the quarks and leptons of

the first generation are composite Nambu-Goldstone fermions of

spontaneously broken supersymmetry seems promising to solve the

problem of quark and lepton masses, suggesting that there may

exist excited quarks and leptons whose masses are relatively

small (of order 50GeV). Whether the other quarks and leptons of

the second and third generations can also be taken as composite

Nambu-Goldstone fermions is more model-dependent and a subject

for future investigations.
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